
30 of 36 samples were successfully sequenced:
● 20% hard mislabeled
● 53% soft mislabeled

Results

f

• Seafood mislabeling: lack of accurate or complete 
information about the species being sold

○ Hard mislabeling: product sold is a different genus, 
family, or species than labeled

○ Soft mislabeling: product sold is generically labeled, 
lacks specificity

• Why mislabeling matters: Health risks, local economical 
strain, inaccurate population data, decreased educated 
consumerism

• Study Purpose: Quantify the frequency of seafood 
mislabeling among sushi vendors in the Triangle area, with 
WRAL News

•

Main findings
● Sushi mislabeling is common in the Triangle area.
● Clear and stricter industry guidelines for labeling 

of seafood used in sushi are needed.
● Future studies should focused on broader areas 

with more controlled sample collection method.
We also quantified the mislabeling of tuna:
● Scalloped hammerhead shark was sold as white 

tuna. This is highly problematic due to its 
critically endangered nature and concentration of 
mercury in the tissue in this species. 

Discussion
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Figure 4. WRAL News Story

Figure 3. mislabeling rates across sushi vendors

7 Tuna samples
●28.6% hard 

mislabeled
●57.1% soft 

mislabeled

Figure 2. Percentage of tuna mislabeling rates

Figure 1. Quantity of types of mislabeling by sample
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